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Abstract: Views, drawings, and data extracted from building information modeling (BIM) constitute
essential deliverables throughout the lifecycle of an architecture, engineering, and construction
project, offering crucial insights for comprehending the design. Nevertheless, many employers
evaluating BIM deliverables lack standardized criteria for the specific intended use of each BIM
outcome, which hampers the practical utility of BIM results. This study introduces a quantitative
evaluation method for the management of BIM-based two-dimensional (2D) deliverables. The BIM
outcome measurement index for 2D deliverables (BOMI-2D) is formulated to provide a quantitative
assessment of BIM data, focusing on their composition, structure, data readiness, and consistency.
Pilot tests validated the efficacy of BOMI-2D, revealing an impressive 88.3% reduction in additional
work required for 2D deliverables when data readiness increased by 25% and consistency improved
by 32%. BOMI-2D is poised to play a pivotal role as an evaluation index for BIM data and outcomes,
ultimately enhancing their utilization and productivity.

Keywords: building information modeling (BIM); BIM outcome measurement; evaluation index;
BIM-based drawings; 2D deliverables; readiness; consistency

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Purpose of Research

In the field of architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industries, building
information modeling (BIM) serves as a fundamental paradigm, enabling the comprehen-
sive management, analysis, and visualization of building- and construction-related data.
BIM supports various project objectives and performance goals by facilitating the collection
and organization of pertinent data [1–3]. As the specific information and management
processes associated with BIM usage can vary significantly based on the intended applica-
tion [1–3], the effective construction and management of data within the BIM framework
become paramount [2–5]. Furthermore, the most substantial value can be realized through
BIM adoption during the design phase, which is a pivotal stage for decision-making and
information generation in the AEC sector [1]. Consequently, the introduction and im-
plementation of BIM have been mandated at the governmental level on an international
scale [3,5].

Nevertheless, 2D drawings continue to maintain their importance within the AEC
industry [6]. Certain types of documents and drawings are essential to adhere to regulatory
requirements for construction projects, permits, and approvals throughout the project life
cycle. They serve as the means for comprehending the design and facilitating commu-
nication among project stakeholders. Consequently, traditional 2D drawings have not
been entirely replaced by 3D BIM models; instead, they are evolving into BIM-based 2D
deliverables, incorporating 3D BIM-based views and drawings [3]. These drawings created
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through BIM retain their connection with 3D BIM while enhancing the information and
functionalities they provide through the comprehensive data contained within BIM and
the infinite views derived from them [6]. To create 2D deliverables from BIM, researchers
have previously identified specific BIM data requirements aimed at improving user pro-
ductivity and enhancing the usability of BIM model data while ensuring consistency with
2D deliverables [7].

Additionally, international standards have been established to optimize the creation
and utilization of BIM data [8–10]. Data within the BIM model, customized to match
the project’s objectives and utilization level, are managed and exchanged using Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC), an internationally recognized standard for data representation
and exchange [10]. ISO 19650 [9], an international standard, governs the management
of construction- and building-related information, offering guidance on information re-
quirements and project management within the BIM context. The details and information
levels are defined based on the employer’s information requirements (EIRs), which are
integral components of the project’s contractual documentation, serving as the criteria for
deliverable creation.

Nonetheless, many employers evaluating BIM deliverables lack standardized criteria
or procedures tailored to the specific intended use of each BIM outcome, which hampers
the practical utility of BIM results [3]. Employers, often possessing less expertise com-
pared to subcontractors, are responsible for BIM application projects that heavily rely on
subcontractors [4]. This factor impedes data-driven construction management, a primary
objective of BIM implementation, leading to reduced efficiency and usability in subse-
quent stages [5]. Furthermore, compared to internationally established BIM standards
and requirements, few studies on standards or methods for evaluating the quality of BIM
models and deliverables extracted from BIM have been conducted [2,3,11,12]. Even ISO
19650 does not present evaluation methods or criteria for BIM deliverables, merely stating
that procedures and responsibilities for data verification should be clearly defined and
performed in agreement with project stakeholders. Therefore, project participants should
establish evaluation methods and criteria to evaluate BIM deliverables quantitatively and
enable continuous improvements in BIM outcomes [3,13].

The requirements for BIM data vary significantly based on the level of information and
modeling techniques used, aligning with the specific objectives of a given project. Therefore,
a critical review of BIM data quality is essential [2,3]. Given that the purpose of BIM
utilization and associated responsibilities differ across different project phases, the simple
submission of an overly detailed BIM model may not be conducive to the collaborative
BIM process and can lead to inefficient workflows [2,3]. Conversely, a lack of essential
information for BIM utilization can impede the effectiveness of BIM, resulting in substantial
rework and added costs [4]. BIM-based 2D deliverables are one of the most important
outcomes among BIM outputs because they are used as a new means of communication in
the AEC industry [3,7]. Previous research has verified that the level of BIM-data creation
that meets the requirements directly affects the productivity of 2D deliverable generation
and the consistency of the model and outcome [7]. Therefore, evaluating the extraction
process and results of BIM data and 2D deliverables is essential to secure the quality of
BIM-based 2D deliverables [3].

This study’s primary objective is to develop a quantitative evaluation method for
generating BIM-based 2D deliverables. To this end, this study introduces the BIM outcome
measurement index for 2D deliverables (BOMI-2D), designed to quantitatively assess the
level of BIM data necessary to meet the requirements for generating 2D deliverables while
enhancing work productivity. This approach aims to ensure successful project execution
and elevate the productivity of the AEC industry by securing the data quality of BIM
achievements and enhancing their utilization.
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1.2. Research Scope and Method

The criteria and requirements for creating BIM data differ depending on the purpose
of the BIM utilization and project characteristics [2,3,14]. Therefore, managing and evalu-
ating the outcomes based on the requirements for a specific purpose of BIM utilization is
necessary as a BIM data-creation standard [2,3]. In this study, a BIM outcome measurement
index was derived to manage and evaluate the quality of 2D deliverables, which is one of
the most important outcomes among BIM deliverables.

This study presents a method and process for evaluating BIM data based on the
BIM data requirements for 2D deliverables (BDR-2D) previously developed in research
targeting the architecture and structural fields (Figure 1) [7]. This evaluation encompasses
an analysis of the BIM-based 2D deliverable creation process and the elements involved
in expressing 2D deliverables derived from BIM. Based on the BIM data employed in
the 2D deliverable creation process and user workflow, this study establishes evaluation
criteria to enhance the utilization of BIM data and bolster work productivity. BOMI-2D
encompasses two types of evaluation indexes. The first type is the BIM data readiness index
(BDRI), which assesses the preparedness of data for object composition and object attribute
information necessary for calculating BIM-based 2D deliverables. The second is the BIM
data consistency index (BDCI), which evaluates the cohesion between drawing elements
depicted in 2D deliverables and BIM data. To facilitate quantitative evaluation, this study
presents IFC-based evaluation criteria and procedures tailored to the characteristics of the
evaluation indexes. Finally, the BOMI-2D evaluation method is applied to a pilot project
to validate the evaluation process, and the work productivity is analyzed in accordance
with the evaluation indexes. The pilot project was obtained from a residential facility
construction project in the Republic of Korea, focusing on architectural and structural
aspects during the construction documentation (CD) stage, and created using ArchiCAD
23TM [15]. To utilize the pilot test model, the core functions for evaluating BOMI-2D are
implemented using the API provided by ArchiCADTM.
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2. Relevant Research
2.1. Evaluation of BIM Maturity

A substantial body of research has been dedicated to the assessment of BIM quality
in order to establish criteria for evaluating BIM maturity. This is especially crucial as
the quality of BIM deliverables significantly influences project quality, cost, and overall
success [1,11–13,16–22]. Consequently, this literature review centers its attention on scruti-
nizing existing evaluation models and studies that pertain to the assessment criteria for
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BIM maturity, with a particular focus on the evaluation of BIM deliverables and the criteria
impacting 2D deliverables.

Kam et al. [18] introduced the virtual design and construction scorecard, a framework
that delineates BIM maturity across four key domains: planning, adoption, technology,
and performance. It employs a five-level percentage scale for performance assessment.
From a technological perspective, the evaluation index emphasizes the importance of BIM
software usage in ensuring BIM performance. It also incorporates inquiries about data
loss or format issues during model exchange or collaboration processes as part of the
BIM deliverables evaluation. In NBIMS Ver. 3 [21], an interactive Capability Maturity
Model, inspired by Paulk et al.’s Capability Maturity Model [22], was proposed. It assesses
modeling deliverables, organizational aspects, and process-related components of BIM
maturity. The evaluation criteria and maturity levels are further subdivided into ten
levels for each criterion, allowing evaluators to tailor their assessments to specific projects.
Minimum maturity levels are stipulated for each criterion to ensure the quality of BIM
deliverables during the evaluation process. It should be noted that this evaluation model
primarily focuses on the BIM implementation process rather than evaluating BIM based
on its data structures or configurations. Liang et al. [20] presented the multifunctional
BIM maturity model (MBMM), which classifies BIM maturity into three evaluation areas:
technology, process, and protocol. Each area is assessed at four stages (stage 0 to stage 3),
and the process evaluation area evaluates the integration of working documents in an
AEC industry-compliant CAD/BIM workflow for drawings and document deliverables.
Shin et al. [1] proposed the BIM balanced score chart, a five-point measurement index
comprising 26 key success factors for BIM, aimed at diagnosing the level and status of
BIM utilization at the organizational level. The objective is to enhance the competitive
advantage of design firms by diagnosing current BIM utilization and forecasting future
performance. Lu et al. [16] employed the MBMM to evaluate BIM maturity in the context of
Hong Kong’s construction industry, focusing on project, organization, and industry-level
evaluations. This evaluation considered technology, process, and protocol aspects, and it
employed an expert-based Delphi method with four stages.

Nevertheless, these evaluation models inherently rely on evaluators’ subjective judg-
ments, which can lead to quantifiable but potentially unreliable evaluation outcomes. In
pursuit of more objective results compared to subjective evaluation methods, Du et al. [19]
developed a cloud-based BIM performance benchmarking application called building
information modeling cloud score (BIMCS). BIMCS evaluates 19 quantitative measurement
indexes across six major evaluation categories. To gauge BIM’s accuracy, BIMCS measures
discrepancies between BIM-based quantity take-offs and actual quantities, as well as the
consistency between 2D deliverables and 3D models. It has been suggested that errors
in reference to 2D deliverables should be measured to ensure consistency with the 3D
model. However, a specific evaluation process and method have not been established.
Yilmaz et al. [13] introduced the BIM capability assessment reference model (CAREM) to
assess BIM capabilities systematically and formally in facility life-cycle processes. CAREM
adheres to the meta-model of the ISO/IEC 33001 [23] family of standards and evaluates
AEC/facility management (FM) processes using BIM capability levels, associated BIM
attributes, and a four-point rating scale. To bolster the reliability of results, Chen et al. [11]
formulated a model for evaluating BIM project performance. This model assesses project-
based BIM performance in terms of technology, organization, and policy during the de-
sign and construction stages. It integrates a probability distribution function aggregation
paradigm with a large-scale group decision-making framework to establish an expert-based
evaluation system, ensuring objectivity in assessing project-based BIM performance.

Numerous studies have been conducted on quantitative BIM maturity evaluation
models, and complementary models have been proposed by comparing and analyzing
existing evaluation models. Wu et al. [12] compared and analyzed the strengths and
weaknesses of nine existing measurement tools for evaluating BIM maturity. This analysis
helps users to select an appropriate tool for project evaluation based on their specific needs.
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Edirisinghe et al. [17] developed the life-cycle BIM maturity model (LCBMM) to address
the shortcomings of existing BIM maturity evaluation models. The LCBMM is based on
the actor-network theory; it analyzes success and failure factors at each stage of the project
execution and proposes five key lessons to achieve whole-of-life BIM maturity.

In summary, research in the field has witnessed the development of evaluation models
that aim to enhance BIM’s effective implementation by evaluating the level of BIM project
execution from the company’s perspective and measuring BIM’s performance and utiliza-
tion within the construction industry and among BIM stakeholders. These evaluations
have predominantly focused on the overall BIM implementation process, organizational
considerations, and industry-level perspectives, rather than relying on criteria or meth-
ods rooted in BIM data systems or composition. Consequently, the evaluation solutions
for BIM outcomes have been somewhat limited. In the case of the evaluation models
presented in prior studies, scores were assigned based on the subjective judgment of evalu-
ators [1,16,18,20–22]. As a result, endeavors to enhance the reliability of evaluation results
through more objective assessments [11,13,19] and to suggest more reasonable evaluation
ranges and targets through comparative analyses of existing performance models [12,17]
have gained traction.

2.2. Evaluation of BIM Outcomes

The need for evaluation standards of BIM outcomes arises from the fact that BIM
necessitates varying data-creation standards and information contingent on the project,
type of work, or purpose of utilization [2,3,5]. Kwon et al. [14] proposed a BIM data-quality
management method for columns, doors, and spaces. They used five review types of the
data quality index as test indexes to manage the quality of BIM performance in open BIM
information. Song and Ju [2] developed evaluation criteria for BIM achievements based on
the BIM-related guidelines of the Republic of Korea. The quality review items required by
the guidelines were classified and structured into five categories: interference review, space
review, BIM model-creation criteria, design criteria, and BIM utilization purpose. A total of
27 quality review items were derived based on these classification criteria, and a rule set
was partially implemented for evaluation items that could be automated.

Zadeh et al. [4] proposed a BIM information quality assessment (IQA) framework
designed for facility maintenance. This framework, based on interviews with FM personnel,
identifies information requirements and formulates five evaluation areas. IQA evaluation
targets are defined for each area, considering FM users’ perspectives. The evaluation of
consistency in the framework emphasizes the clarity and uniqueness of information related
to objects. The evaluation is conducted at the object level, assessing the redundancy and
uniqueness of object unit data in the BIM rather than consistency between BIM data and
BIM-based outcomes. Romain et al. [5] devised a quality-management framework for
FM-BIM. Their framework introduces a BIM achievement checklist that addresses usability
requirements during operation and maintenance stages, serving as a standard for crafting
the BIM execution plan (BEP) and conducting quality assessments. Vincenzo et al. [3]
proposed a process for verifying whether BIM adheres to the required LOD consistent with
the design process by considering parameters and object LOD levels. They measure the
efficiency and effectiveness of the modeling process on a five-point scale (−2 to 2) and
visually express the results. Kim et al. [24] analyzed the value of BIM implementation
based on a construction stage case, creating a method for quantitatively estimating value
through BIM utilization and contribution.

Research pertaining to the evaluation of BIM outcomes has developed a process for as-
sessing satisfaction with data-creation criteria and necessary information in alignment with
the specific BIM application project, type of work, and purpose of use [2–5,14,25]. These
models evaluate BIM data based on the BEP or BIM data-creation standards and require-
ments in correspondence with the purpose of BIM-outcome usage. However, there remains
a scarcity of studies on BIM data evaluation checklists [5] or evaluation processes [4],
particularly those focused on BIM outcomes and data assessment.
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2.3. Summary

Research endeavors in BIM quality evaluation have aimed to assess both maturity,
which gauges BIM’s performance capability, and the outcomes of BIM implementation.
Although evaluation models for assessing BIM maturity or outcomes have yet to be estab-
lished as international or widely recognized standards, the field of BIM quality management
remains actively engaged in research.

However, there exists limited research specifically dedicated to evaluation models and
processes designed to assess BIM data related to 2D deliverables, which constitute essential
outcomes of BIM projects. Furthermore, existing evaluation models have not incorporated
quantitative methods for evaluating BIM data; instead, they emphasize assessing the level
of each evaluation step based on the specific model’s purpose and characteristics. Thus,
the objective evaluation of BIM data has been deemed insufficient. Consequently, BIM
data-consistency evaluation has emerged as a prominent assessment criterion in various
studies [2–5,14,19,20]. Notably, existing evaluation studies have primarily concentrated on
the consistency and redundancy of object unit data within the BIM model itself, rather than
the direct assessment of consistency between BIM data and final BIM-based outcomes or
deliverables. While evaluating BIM data consistency at the object unit level is pivotal for
maintaining data integrity within a model, it is equally important to formulate evaluation
models and processes that account for the consistency between BIM data and ultimate
BIM-based outcomes or deliverables. Therefore, it is imperative to establish a BIM data-
evaluation model for creating and utilizing 2D deliverables, with the aim of rendering
these evaluation items quantitative, thus enabling objective assessment and continuous
enhancement of 2D deliverables within the BIM process.

3. Derivation of Evaluation Items for BIM Data Assessment
3.1. Analysis of the Work Process to Create 2D Deliverables in BIM

The process of generating 2D deliverables in BIM was dissected to derive BIM data
evaluation criteria for 2D deliverable creation within the BIM context (Figure 2). Regard-
less of the specific BIM authoring tool in use, the creation of drawings in BIM follows
a standardized workflow. Initially, a view appropriate for the drawing’s characteristics
is extracted from the BIM model data. Subsequently, the necessary information for each
drawing is expressed within the corresponding view and arranged on a drawing sheet.
The flow of BIM data at each work stage and its composition were examined.
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The objects constituting the BIM model data form a specific room, and the rooms are
gathered by floor to form a building. The room unit design, which composes a building, is
one of the most important processes in BIM design. When the basic purpose and function
of a building are determined in accordance with the owner’s or user’s requirements, the
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designer defines the fundamental composition, layout, and shape of the building to meet
these specifications. The planning of the overall building space is achieved through the
unit design of each room in the building. Each room is meticulously designed to align
with the building’s purpose and function, incorporating details such as the size, shape,
location, function, materials, doors, and windows. This meticulous approach enables the
efficient organization of building space, maximizing its functionality and usability. In the
realm of BIM design, the unit design for rooms is managed via the room unit space model
(ifcSpace). This model allows for the visual planning of the spatial structure of the building
in three dimensions from the earliest stages of BIM design. It specifies the spatial unit
for the building based on the primary uses of each room and the relationship between its
components and information. Furthermore, the space model becomes invaluable during
construction, where it aids in zoning planning, material management, and calculating room
unit areas. It also contributes to post-construction building operation and maintenance by
utilizing the information contained within the room unit space model [3].

Consequently, in the BIM design process, BIM data are structured at various hierar-
chical levels, ranging from individual objects, rooms, and floors to entire buildings, all
contributing to spatial unit design. Objects within BIM possess shape and property in-
formation, falling into three categories, as established in a previous study [7]. The first
category encompasses building objects utilized to represent facility components. The
second category pertains to spatial objects, which convey spatial information such as
floors, zones, and rooms within a facility. Lastly, the third category comprises auxiliary
objects, serving to express additional information in the BIM data beyond the building
and spatial objects. Among the auxiliary objects crucial in the process of generating 2D
deliverables, three types emerge: reference elements, dimensional elements, and notation
elements. Reference elements include criteria for BIM design, like grids, section lines,
and elevation lines. Dimensional elements depict the dimensions of objects and specific
components, while notation elements convey object information through labels or symbols.
These auxiliary elements are created as either 2D or 3D objects, their form depending on
the specific project and modeling methodology in use. Consequently, the objects’ creation
stages may differ based on the auxiliary objects’ nature and BIM data construction method.
Furthermore, the objects’ creation stages may vary according to the intended purpose and
level of BIM utilization.

BIM view data represent the shape information of the objects within the BIM model,
specific to the view designated by the designer. In particular, object property information
adheres to user-defined specifications. Shape information is a subset of the geometric data
associated with the object and is represented as-is within the view if the object exists within
the BIM data. Other attributes, such as property or parametric information visible in the
drawing, are expressed in accordance with the user’s definitions. The user takes charge
of defining the shape and property information for BIM data visible in both 3D and 2D,
forming the view data employed in drawing creation, often using libraries or templates.

The view data thus generated are placed on specific drawing sheets, allowing the user
to incorporate supplementary information within the view data and drawing, matching the
drawing’s characteristics and purpose. In this context, auxiliary objects, like dimensions or
tags, are linked and represented based on the shape and attribute information retrieved
from the building or spatial objects in the BIM data. Nevertheless, should the user intend
to create auxiliary objects not linked to BIM data or need to represent information not
contained within the BIM data, they may opt to utilize separate auxiliary objects that are
not connected to the BIM model.

In this process, the presence or absence of BIM data and the approach to representing
drawing elements exert a substantial influence on the user’s workload and the consistency
between the drawing and model data. This showed that while the values of the data may
vary based on design information, the fidelity based on the existence of the necessary
data for generating 2D deliverables from the BIM data is a key factor in determining work
productivity and data consistency.
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3.2. Analysis of BIM Drawing Data

The components of the BIM drawing data generated according to the process of
creating BIM-based 2D deliverables can be categorized into three characteristics (Figure 3).
Firstly, certain elements are predicated on the geometry of BIM model data. Secondly, some
elements rely on parameters that communicate the attribute information of the BIM model
data. Finally, additional work elements emerge that are not directly inherent within the
BIM model data.
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1. Components derived from the geometry of BIM model data:

These elements are shaped by the geometric data associated with objects comprising
the BIM model data. They serve as drawing components that mirror the shape information
of building or spatial objects within the designated view. These elements, created by users
for drawing purposes, maintain geometric data generated during the modeling phase
and are represented within the view data, interconnected with the drawings. Thus, when
objects that need to be represented in the drawing already exist within the BIM model data,
the drawing data maintain consistency without necessitating additional user work.

2. Components based on the parameter information of BIM model data:

This category includes elements defined by the attributes of objects in the BIM model
data. These elements encapsulate the parametric or property information attributed to
building or spatial objects. The representation of these components aligns with the nature
of the drawing and with the type of information they intend to convey. By aggregating
the parametric information from the BIM data for building or spatial objects, users create
these elements within the views generated for drawing purposes. They are typically
expressed through auxiliary objects like dimensions and labels. As a result, the attributes
of the building and spatial objects to be represented in the drawing form the parametric
information for the creation of these auxiliary objects. Therefore, should the pertinent
attribute information already exist in the BIM model data, it ensures the alignment of
auxiliary objects with the information conveyed in the drawing.

3. Additional components not inherent in BIM model data:

These drawing elements do not originate from the data of objects within the BIM
model. Instead, they represent elements that must be manually introduced by the user,
catering to the nature and type of information intended for the drawing. These elements
come into play when the objects intended for representation in the drawing are absent
within the BIM model data, or when the attributes needed for drawing representation are
not present. Furthermore, they encompass elements created by users as separate auxiliary
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objects, even when the object’s attribute information exists within the BIM data. Since these
elements lack direct links to BIM data, they pose a challenge to the consistency between the
drawing and model, necessitating additional input from the user.

The analysis of BIM-based 2D deliverables revealed that the composition of drawing
data is contingent on several factors, including the construction approach applied to the
BIM model data, the presence of required data for drawing creation, and the method
employed for constructing 2D deliverables. In cases where the BIM model data incorporate
both geometric and attribute information about objects, the resultant drawing data can be
updated automatically should any changes occur in the model data, thereby preserving
consistency between the drawing and the model. Consequently, the presence of geometric
and attribute information for objects within the BIM model data, coupled with the method-
ology employed for representing them as drawing elements (data interoperability), plays a
pivotal role in determining the user’s workload and the alignment of the BIM model with
drawing data throughout the process of generating 2D deliverables.

3.3. Derivation of Evaluation Indexes

In this section, building upon the process of generating BIM-based 2D deliverables
(Section 3.1) and the examination of BIM drawing data (Section 3.2), the BOMI-2D is
formulated. The BOMI-2D aims to enhance the utilization of BIM data and guarantee
productivity throughout the 2D deliverable generation process (Figure 4).
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This index is designed to assess the readiness of the data elements required for gen-
erating 2D deliverables based on BIM and to evaluate the consistency between BIM and
2D deliverables. It is not geared toward evaluating data values derived from design in-
formation but rather focuses on gauging the fidelity and readiness of data essential for
the creation of 2D deliverables. Each index within BOMI-2D can be applied based on the
purpose of BIM implementation. In this study, its definition aligns with the objective of
ensuring efficient BIM work in the context of 2D deliverable creation. Ultimately, the goal
is to propose a paradigm for the BIM design process by proposing a new way to manage
outcomes from BIM models.

3.3.1. BIM Data Readiness Index

The BDRI evaluates the level of data preparation for objects and the attribute infor-
mation required to generate drawings from BIM data. Its focus centers on assessing the
fidelity and readiness of data, influenced by the purpose of BIM implementation. BDRI
examines building and spatial objects within the BIM data and distinguishes between
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the element BDRI (BDRI-E) for assessing object creation and the attribute BDRI (BDRI-A)
for appraising the input status of object-specific attributes. Additionally, BDRI-BE and
BDRI-BA are established for building objects, while BDRI-SE and BDRI-SA serve spatial
objects. BDRI-E evaluates drawing elements based on the geometry derived from BIM data,
whereas BDRI-A assesses drawing elements based on parametric and property information
derived from BIM data. These indexes allow evaluation at the individual element, space,
floor, and building levels, enabling a comprehensive assessment of whether the necessary
object information for drawing representation has been appropriately incorporated into the
BIM data.

3.3.2. BIM Data Consistency Index

The BDCI measures the degree to which the drawing elements represented in BIM
drawing data are interconnected and synchronized with the data retrieved from BIM. Its
primary aim is to evaluate the consistency of the BIM data. BDCI focuses on auxiliary
objects corresponding to the specified drawing representation elements and assesses the
presence of linked BIM data to gauge the alignment between BIM and drawing data at
the project level. When the geometry of building and spatial objects forming the BIM data
is mirrored in the drawings, the view data and geometric data of the objects harmonize,
resulting in data consistency. For instance, when 3D objects exist in the model data, they are
automatically portrayed in the BIM view. However, if the geometric or parametric data of
objects necessary for drawing representation is manually entered into the view data using
auxiliary objects like dimensions, tags, and labels, through distinct user settings and actions,
the outcome may either be linked to the BIM data and mirrored or independently created
through supplementary work, contingent on the user’s work methodology. Consequently,
the usability and interoperability of BIM data are subject to variation depending on the
user’s approach to representing objects, thereby forming the basis for assessing data
consistency between BIM and 2D deliverables.

4. Quantitative Evaluation Method for BIM Data and 2D Deliverables
4.1. Establishment of BIM Data Evaluation Criteria

In a BIM project, the owner formulates EIRs based on the project’s unique characteris-
tics and the objectives of BIM utilization. EIRs in BIM projects refer to a document outlining
the client’s specific needs and expectations regarding information and deliverables when
utilizing BIM. In response, the supplier creates a BEP tailored to these requirements. The
approved EIRs and BEP serve as the basis for evaluating the quality of project-level BIM
deliverables. Because the specifics of information requirements and data standards in BIM
models vary based on their utilization objectives, the compliance of the project-level BEP
must undergo quality assurance according to the intended purpose of BIM utilization [3].
As such, it is crucial to establish evaluation criteria for quantitatively assessing two key
indexes: BDRI and BDCI, which were derived in Section 3. These criteria are developed
during the project planning phase, aligning with the specific BIM data requirements for
2D deliverable generation, EIRs, and the owner’s defined mandatory object list. Further-
more, they are closely linked to BIM implementation criteria and data levels as the BEP is
established. At this time, the essential objects specified in the BEP for each project become
the evaluation criteria of BOMI-2D. The evaluation criteria and processes, based on IFC for
BDR-2D, are presented in this study, as illustrated in Figure 5.

4.1.1. Establishment Process of BDRI Evaluation Criteria

The BDRI serves as an index to evaluate the presence of objects and attributes necessary
for producing drawings within the BIM data. To create evaluation criteria for this index,
we target building and spatial objects, as depicted in Figure 6.
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Initially, the evaluation focuses on the composition of evaluation target model floors
and the specification of the essential spaces within each floor. This establishes the evaluation
criteria for BDRI-SE. During this process, the list of essential spaces identifies the spatial
objects that are subject to evaluation on each floor, as shown in Table 1. The names of
these spatial objects correspond to attributes mapped to IfcLongName, ensuring data
compatibility and validating the existence of spatial elements.

Furthermore, the evaluation criteria for BDRI-BE, which targets the required building
elements that form part of the evaluation targets on each floor, are defined. The evaluation
of BDRI occurs on a room-by-room basis, which means the criteria for evaluating individual
rooms may vary depending on space characteristics and project specifics. The spaces to be
evaluated are determined based on the floor-level essential space list established following
the BDRI-SE evaluation criteria. In Table 2, we can observe the compilation of a necessary
list of building elements, specifying the spaces on each floor where each building element
must be created, categorized by element class. Moreover, for building elements with sub-
elements, such as stairs, curtain walls, and railings, the criteria for necessary elements
are derived from the classifications of these sub-elements, as indicated in Table 3. The
essential list for building elements is determined in conjunction with IfcType, facilitating
the criteria for identifying objects based on the IFC format. This approach ensures precise
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identification and categorization of necessary building elements and their sub-elements
according to IFC-based object-recognition criteria.

Table 1. Example of the establishment of essential room criteria for each floor. ✓: essential object.

Floor Room Configuration
(IfcLongName) Necessary Room List

B1

Mechanical service ✓
Elevator pit ✓

Core pit ✓
Electrical pipe shaft ✓

Telecommunication pipe shaft ✓
Stair hall -

Parking lot ✓

. . . . . . . . .

Table 2. Example of a list of essential building objects in room units constituting a specific floor (case
without sub-elements). ✓: essential object.

Building Element List Necessary Building Element per
Space

Object Type IFC Object Type IFC Predefined Type IFC User Defined Type Lobby Stair Hall ···
Structural wall IfcWall By type ✓ ✓ ···

Architectural wall IfcWall By type - ✓ ···
Wall covering IfcCovering USERDEFINED WALL_FINISHING ✓ ✓ ···

Slab IfcSlab By type ✓ ✓ ···
Slab finishing IfcCovering USERDEFINED SLAB_FINISHING ✓ ✓ ···

RC column IfcCloumn USERDEFINED COLUMN_RC ✓ ✓ ···
Steel column (H) IfcCloumn USERDEFINED COLUMN_HSTEEL ✓ - ···

RC beam IfcBeam USERDEFINED BEAM_RC ✓ ✓ ···

Table 3. Example of a list of essential building objects in room units constituting a specific floor (case
with sub-elements). ✓: essential object.

Building Element List Necessary Building
Element per Space

Parent-Element Sub-Element
Lobby Stair

Hall
···Object

Type IFC Object Type IFC Object
Type IFC Predefined Type IFC User Defined Type

Stair IfcStair

StairFlight IfcStairFlight By type - - ✓ ···
Stair landing IfcSlab USERDEFINED STAIR_LANDING - ✓ ···

Tread IfcMember USERDEFINED STAIR_TREAD - ✓ ···
Treadnose IfcCovering USERDEFINED STAIR_TREAD_TREADNOSE - ✓ ···
Nonslip IfcCovering USERDEFINED STAIR_TREAD_NONSLIP - ✓ ···

Riser IfcMember USERDEFINED STAIR_RISER - ✓ ···
Stair railing IfcRailing USERDEFINED STAIR_RAILING - ✓ ···

Handrail IfcRailing USERDEFINED STAIR_RAILING_HANDRAIL - ✓
Balustrade IfcRailing USERDEFINED STAIR_RAILING_BALUSTRADE - ✓

Stair finishing IfcCovering USERDEFINED STAIR_FINISHING - ✓ ···

Third, BDRI-SA evaluation criteria are established for the essential spatial attributes
that must be provided for each space within the evaluation target. As displayed in Table 4,
the essential spatial attribute list defines the spatial attributes that should be input for each
spatial element in every space. This study sets standards for fundamental properties and
parameters, encompassing the identification, location, shape, and finishing information of
spatial objects based on the BDR-2D.
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Table 4. Example of establishing essential attribute criteria for spatial elements. ✓: essential attribute.

Element
Class

Attribute List Necessary Attribute per Space

Level 1 Level 2 Elevator
Hall Stair Hall . . .

Spatial
element

Identification
GUID ✓ ✓ . . .

Member name (ID) ✓ ✓ . . .
Project name (ID) ✓ ✓ . . .

Location
Facility name ✓ - . . .
Zone name ✓ - . . .
Floor name ✓ ✓ . . .

Shape Room height ✓ ✓ . . .
Room area ✓ ✓ . . .

Finishing
Floor finishing ✓ ✓ . . .
Wall finishing ✓ ✓ . . .

Ceiling finishing - ✓ . . .

Finally, BDRI-BA evaluation criteria are formulated for the necessary building at-
tributes that need to be provided for each building object in the evaluation target. During
this process, the essential building attribute list outlines the evaluation criteria by choosing
the attributes of the building elements that must be entered as essential, considering the
space to which the building element belongs, as demonstrated in Table 5. Building objects
can be classified into identification, location, resource, and shape information in alignment
with BDR-2D.

Table 5. Example of establishing essential attribute criteria for building elements. ✓: essential attribute.

Element
Class

Level of Building Parameter Necessary Attribute per Space

Level 1 Level 2 Lobby Stair Hall . . .

Stair

Identification

GUID ✓ ✓ . . .
Member name (ID) ✓ ✓ . . .
Project name (ID) ✓ ✓ . . .
BIM data version ✓ ✓ . . .

Location Floor name ✓ ✓ . . .

Resource

Concrete strength - - . . .
Rebar strength - - . . .

Evacuation stairs ✓ ✓ . . .
Rebar detail - - . . .

Shape

Stair width ✓ ✓ . . .
Step height ✓ ✓ . . .
Step width ✓ ✓ . . .

Number of steps ✓ ✓ . . .

4.1.2. Establishment Process of BDCI Evaluation Criteria

The BDCI assesses the consistency of BIM data with the drawings, determining
whether the elements needed for drawing creation are present in the BIM view data
and interlinked with the model data. The evaluation criteria for this target are developed
through the process outlined in Figure 7.

These BDCI evaluation criteria guide the creation of drawings that are subject to
2D deliverable evaluation and define the auxiliary elements depicted in each drawing.
An essential auxiliary element, subject to BDCI evaluation, must be established based
on the specific project and EIR characteristics. The necessary auxiliary element list, as
presented in this study, addresses reference, dimension, and notation elements based on
BDR-2D derived from prior research, and categorizes the required objects for each drawing.
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Furthermore, the auxiliary element, which acts as the BDCI evaluation criterion, is defined
based on IfcObjectType and IfcPreDefinedType, enabling the establishment of recognition
criteria for the evaluation target, as demonstrated in Table 6.
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Table 6. Example of the establishment of essential auxiliary object (drawing representation element)
standard in view unit. ✓: essential element.

Auxiliary Element

IFC Information Necessary Auxiliary Element
List per Drawings

IFC Object
Type

IFC
Predefined

Type
IFC User Defined Type Cross-

Section

Core
Enlarged

Floor Plan
···

Reference
element

Grid marker IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED GRID_MARKER ✓ ✓ ···

Story marker IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED STORYLEVEL_MARKER ✓ ✓ ···

··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

Dimension
element

Building planar
dimension IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED PLANAR_BUILDING_DIMENSION - ✓ ···

Planar
dimension of

space
IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED PLANAR_SPATIAL_DIMENSION - ✓ ···

Planar
dimension of

element
IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED PLANAR_ELEMENT_DIMENSION ✓ - ···

Floor step level IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED SECTIONAL_LEVEL_FLOORSTEP ✓ - ···

··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

Notation
element

Legend IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED LEGEND ✓ ✓ ···

Drawing
information

label
IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED DWGINFORMATION ✓ ✓ ···

Opening
symbol IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED SYMBOLTYPE_OEPNING ✓ ✓ ···

Space name
label IfcAnnotation USERDEFINED LABELTYPE_SPACEID ✓ ✓ ···

··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

4.2. BDRI Composition and Evaluation Process

The BDRI consists of evaluation indexes for elements and attributes, focusing on
building and spatial elements. These evaluation criteria are defined based on the BIM data
requirements and EIR specific to each project for 2D deliverable generation, as outlined in
Section 4.1.1.

The BDRI is evaluated based on the presence or absence of necessary elements and
attributes. As depicted in Figure 8, the BDRI evaluation process adheres to the hierarchy
of BIM data, encompassing elements that constitute spaces, floors, and the entire model.
The index value calculated in the lower hierarchy is then applied to the higher hierarchy
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scores. Therefore, the evaluation and scoring consider the relationship and interdependency
between the different levels of BIM data, ensuring a comprehensive assessment of the
consistency and completeness of the model.
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In this study, the criteria for recognizing the elements and attributes to be evaluated
were defined according to the IFC data schema. By utilizing the IFC data schema, the
evaluation criteria were consistently standardized, thereby allowing for flexible applica-
tions based on specific project requirements and data-creation methods. This approach
ensured that the evaluation method can be adapted to various projects while maintaining a
consistent and interoperable framework for assessing the elements and attributes of BIM.

4.2.1. Element BDRI Evaluation Method

The BDRI-E was used to assess whether a building or spatial object represented in a
drawing existed as a corresponding BIM model. As shown in Figure 9, the evaluation is
based on determining the presence of essential objects that were established according to
Section 4.1.1 and assigning points accordingly. In this context, the term “essential object”
refers to a building element that must be created for each space being assessed and a
spatial element that must be created for each floor being assessed, as classified within the
necessary object list based on IfcObjectType. The BDRI-E score is calculated based on the
identification and presence of these necessary objects.

The BDRI-SE is evaluated by calculating the ratio of modeled spatial objects to the
essential spatial objects that constitute a floor. Each essential spatial element on the floor
is assessed, and one point is awarded for its presence and zero points if it is absent
(Equation (1)). The BDRI-SE score for each floor unit is calculated by dividing the total
BDRI-SE scores of essential spatial objects on that floor by the number of essential spatial
objects present on the floor (Equation (2)). Finally, the overall BDRI-SE score for the project,
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representing the building unit, is calculated by dividing the sum of the BDRI-SE scores for
all floor units in the building by the total number of floors (Equation (3)).

BDRI_SEelement = {1, i f required spatial elements exists; 0, otherwise} (1)

BDRI_SE f loor =
1

NR∑NR
i=1 BDRI_SEelementi

, (2)

BDRI_SEproject =
1

NF ∑NF
i=1 BDRI_SE f loori

, (3)

where NR is the number of rooms on the floor to be evaluated and NF is the number of
floors of the building to be evaluated.
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The BDRI-BE is assessed by calculating the ratio of actual modeled building objects
to essential building objects in a real unit. If the building object being evaluated lacks
sub-objects or a hierarchical relationship, it receives one point if the required building
element in the space is present and zero points if it is not (Equation (4a)). However, if the
object under evaluation is a parent object with sub-elements, scores are assigned based
on the proportion of modeled sub-elements to the essential sub-elements that make up
the parent object (Equation (4b)). Determining whether an object has a hierarchy relies on
the composition relationship defined in Ifc, which entails a parent object with a hierarchy
including “IsDecomposedBy” among IfcElement instances and being connected to lower
objects in accordance with IfcRelAggregation rules.

Furthermore, within the evaluation process of the object units comprising a room,
objects such as walls, doors, or columns that come into contact with multiple rooms are
assessed individually within each room. This approach ensures the accurate calculation of
the room-unit BDRI-BE, comprising objects that undergo mandatory evaluation.

The BDRI-BE per room unit is computed by dividing the sum of the BDRI-BE values
for each room-by-object unit by the number of necessary element types required for the
room (Equation (5)). Subsequently, the BDRI-BE per floor unit is calculated by dividing the
sum of the BDRI-BEs per room on a specific floor by the number of rooms that constitute
that floor (Equation (6)). Finally, the overall BDRI-BE score for the project, representing the
building unit, is determined by dividing the sum of the BDRI-BE scores for all floor units
within the building by the total number of floors (Equation (7)).
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BDRI_BEelement = {1, i f required building elements exists; 0, otherwise} (4a)

BDRI_BEelement =
1

NSE∑NSE
i=1 BDRI_BEsub−elementi

(4b)

where NSE is the number of sub-elements constituting the object to be evaluated.

BDRI_BEroom =
1

NE∑NE
i=1 BDRI_BEelementi

(5)

where NE is the number of building elements constituting the room to be evaluated.

BDRI_BE f loor =
1

NR∑NR
i=1 BDRI_BEroomi (6)

where NR is the number of rooms on the floor to be evaluated.

BDRI_BEprojec =
1

NF ∑NF
i=1 BDRI_BE f loori

(7)

where NF is the number of floors of the building to be evaluated.

4.2.2. Attribute BDRI Evaluation Method

The BDRI-A serves as an index to evaluate whether the information of a building or
spatial object represented in a drawing corresponds to an attribute of a BIM object. The
relevant attribute can be object-attribute information or parameter information, and it
pertains to the information necessary to meet the requirements for drawing creation. As
depicted in Figure 10, BDRI-A’s evaluation involves determining the existence of essential
attributes for the evaluation target, established in accordance with Section 4.1.1, and
assigning scores accordingly. Essential attributes (necessary attributes) refer to attribute
information required as input for each space being evaluated, based on the attribute list for
each object created using IfcPropertySet or IfcPredefinedPropertySet.
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The BDRI-SA evaluates essential spatial objects on each floor by calculating values
according to the creation ratio of essential attributes that exist to the essential attributes
subject to evaluation for each spatial object. One point is given if a specific value is entered
for the essential attribute required by the spatial object being evaluated, and zero if no
value is entered. The sum of the acquired points is divided by the number of necessary
attributes required for the spatial element to calculate the BDRI-SA per object (Equation (8)).
The BDRI-SA for each spatial object unit is calculated, and the BDRI-SA for each floor
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unit is calculated by dividing the sum of the BDRI-SA scores in each object unit for the
essential spatial objects constituting the floor by the number of essential spatial objects
on the corresponding floor (Equation (9)). The final BDRI-SA of the project, which is the
building unit, is calculated by dividing the sum of the BDRI-SA scores of all floor units
constituting the building by the total number of floors (Equation (10)).

BDRI_SAelement =
1

NA∑NA
i=1 SAi, (8)

where NA is the number of attributes in the spatial object to be evaluated and SA = {1, if
required spatial element attribute exists, otherwise 0}.

BDRI_SA f loor =
1

NR∑NR
i=1 BDRI_SAelementi

(9)

where NR is the number of rooms on the floor to be evaluated.

BDRI_SAproject =
1

NF ∑NF
i=1 BDRI_SA f loori

, (10)

where NF is the number of floors of the building to be evaluated.
The BDRI-BA is evaluated by calculating index values based on the ratio of attributes

for which attribute values are entered to the essential attributes for each building object in
the space being evaluated. One point is given if a value is entered for the essential attribute
being evaluated, and zero if no value is entered (Equation (11)). During the object-unit
evaluation process within a room, objects (walls, doors, columns, etc.) in the areas where
the rooms are in contact with each other are evaluated individually, and a room-unit BDRI-
BA is calculated for objects subject to mandatory evaluation. The room-unit BDRI-BA is
calculated by dividing the sum of the calculated BDRI-BA values for each object unit within
the room by the number of necessary attributes required for the room (Equation (12)).
Subsequently, the BDRI-BA score for each floor is calculated by dividing the sum of the
BDRI-BA scores for the room units belonging to a specific floor by the number of rooms on
the floor (Equation (13)). Finally, the overall BDRI-BA score for the project, representing the
building unit, is calculated by dividing the sum of the BDRI-BA scores for all floor units
within the building by the total number of floors (Equation (14)).

BDRI_BAelement =
1

NA∑NA
i=1 BAi, (11)

where NA is the number of attributes in the building object to be evaluated and BA = {1, if
required building element attribute exists, otherwise 0}.

BDRI_BAroom =
1

NE∑NE
i=1 BDRI_BAelementi

, (12)

where NE is the number of building elements constituting the room to be evaluated.

BDRI_BA f loor =
1

NR∑NR
i=1 BDRI_BAroomi (13)

where NR is the number of rooms on the floor to be evaluated.

BDRI_BAproject =
1

NF ∑NF
i=1 BDRI_BA f loori

, (14)

where NF is the number of floors of the building to be evaluated.

4.3. BDCI Composition and Evaluation Process

The BDCI is used to evaluate the consistency between the BIM drawings and model. It
functions as a single evaluation index for elements represented in drawing-unit drawings,
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with a specific focus on the evaluation of auxiliary elements based on the BIM drawing
data requirements for each project, as established in Section 4.1.2.

As illustrated in Figure 11, the BDCI evaluation process involves assessing the presence
or absence of BIM data linkages for auxiliary objects associated with essential drawing
representation elements within the BIM view data that make up the BIM drawing data. The
BDCI for the drawing unit is then calculated based on this evaluation process, providing a
method to calculate the BDCI for each project.
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Figure 11. BIM data consistency index (BDCI) composition according to BIM drawing data structure.

BDCI Evaluation Method

The BDCI evaluation method, depicted in Figure 12, aims to determine the consistency
between drawings extracted from the BIM and BIM data. Among the essential auxiliary
objects (necessary auxiliary elements) created within the view data of the drawing being
evaluated, scores are calculated based on the proportion of auxiliary elements linked to the
BIM data. BIM data refer to the attributes of objects within the model data, which are used
as attributes, or the parameter information of objects represented in the drawing data. If
an auxiliary element to be verified exists, and its information is linked to the BIM data, a
score of one point is assigned. If either condition is not satisfied, a score of zero is assigned
(Equation (15)).
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When calculating the BDCI for auxiliary object units, the drawing unit BDCI is de-
termined by dividing the sum of the BDCI scores for the essential auxiliary object units
within the drawing by the number of essential auxiliary objects constituting the drawing
(Equation (16)). Finally, the BDCI of each project unit is calculated by dividing the sum
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of the BDCI scores of all drawing units subjected to the 2D deliverable evaluation by the
number of BIM drawings subjected to evaluation (Equation (17)).

BDCIelement = {1, i f auxillary elements linked to BIM model data; 0, otherwise} (15)

BDCIdrawing =
1

NE∑NE
i=1 BDCIelementi

, (16)

where NE is the number of auxiliary elements constituting the drawing to be evaluated.

BDCIproject =
1

ND ∑ND
i=1 BDCIdrawingi

(17)

where ND is the number of BIM drawings to be evaluated.

5. Pilot Test and Verification
5.1. Overview of Pilot Test

This section applies the BOMI-2D evaluation method, as proposed in Section 4, to the
pilot project and computes the BDRI and BDCI. The BIM model and BIM-based 2D deliver-
ables used in the pilot project were obtained from a recent residential facility construction
project in the Republic of Korea, focusing on architectural and structural aspects during the
construction documentation (CD) stage, and created using ArchiCAD 23TM [15].

The key functions necessary for BOMI-2D evaluation were implemented using Archi-
CAD’s API. The verification process of the BOMI-2D evaluation methodology involved
applying it to the pilot test model, ensuring that it aligns with the defined requirements,
criteria, and objectives.

An overview of the pilot project used for verification and the evaluated 2D deliverables
is as follows:

Project name: A new neighborhood residential facility construction;
Land area: 928.00 m2;
Construction scale: Three stories below ground, nine stories above ground;
Building structure: Reinforced concrete structure;
Height: 39.3 m;
Building area: 731.32 m2;
Total floor area: 6653.12 m2;
2D deliverables: Fourteen floor plans, two elevations, two cross sections, one layout

drawing, two core enlarged floor plans, two core enlarged cross sections, 14 structural
plans, and two structural cross sections.

5.2. Analysis of Work Productivity Based on BOMI-2D
5.2.1. Overview of Productivity Analysis

In this section, the work productivity of users is compared and analyzed based on the
BOMI-2D evaluation score using a pilot test model that was delivered up to the detailed
design stage, as discussed in Section 5.1.

A pilot test BIM model and 2D deliverables, which were used to verify the BOMI-2D
evaluation process, were employed in case A. In case B, the BIM data were created to
meet the data creation requirements corresponding to the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria
in the same project, and the 2D deliverables generated from this model were considered
(Figure 13).

During the analysis, the additional workload required by the users to create drawings
that adhered to the required level of the construction documentation stage was compared
between the BIM data for the two cases. A total of 39 drawing sheets categorized into eight
types were selected for the analysis to investigate the impact of the BOMI-2D evaluation
index on the work productivity of users and verify the effectiveness of its reflection on the
maturity of the model for drawing purposes.
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5.2.2. Analysis of User Tasks According to BOMI-2D

The BDRI evaluation results for the pilot test model in case A, as discussed in
Section 5.2, indicate that the project unit BDRI-SE scored 0.90, BDRI-BE scored 0.68,
BDRI-SA scored 0.72, and BDRI-BA scored 0.70. Additionally, the core enlarged floor
plan unit BDCI scored 0.64, and the project unit BDCI scored 0.68.

The additional work required by users for drawing purposes was analyzed during the
process of creating 2D deliverables from the corresponding model. In case A, 14 instances of
additional work were required to prepare the core enlargement floor plan. These instances
of additional work resulted from missing objects and property information in the model
data that should have been expressed in the drawings. Specifically, there were three
instances of missing drawing information display elements for expressing specification
information, two instances of missing building objects, and nine instances of missing
room ID elements in the spatial object, all of which were in relation to the BIM data
(Figure 14). The work of moving objects or adjusting views using BIM authoring tool
software functions was excluded from the analysis of additional work. This analysis
determined that 618 instances of additional work were required by users to create the eight
types of drawings in case A (Table 7).

The pilot test model in case B was created as a BIM model and 2D deliverables meeting
the requirements of the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria based on the original BIM data from
case A. Consequently, the project unit scores for BDRI-SE, BDRI-BE, BDRI-SA, BDRI-BA,
and BDCI in case B, corresponding to the BOMI-2D evaluation index, were all 1.00.

When creating an enlarged floor plan for the core from the BIM model in case B,
three additional tasks were performed by the user. These tasks included creating drawing
information notation elements for specifying information on the drawings (Figure 14).
Furthermore, 72 additional user tasks were required to create the eight types of drawings
in case B (Table 7).
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Table 7. Analysis results of drawing elements not linked with the BIM model according to BOMI-2D.

Drawing Type Number of
Drawings

Case A—Drawing Elements Not Linked with BIM Model Case B—Drawing Elements Not Linked with BIM Model

Element Dimension Annotation Description Sum Element Dimension Annotation Description Sum

Architectural 23 88 59 285 95 527 7 4 4 38 53
Floor plan 14 35 7 135 27 204 4 2 2 20 28

Core enlarged floor plan 2 4 0 21 5 30 0 0 0 5 5
Core enlarged
cross-section 2 12 29 31 14 86 0 0 0 5 5

Elevation 2 4 0 38 2 44 0 0 0 2 2
Cross-section 2 24 19 48 38 129 0 0 0 4 4

Layout 1 9 4 12 9 34 3 2 2 2 9

Structural 16 10 29 20 32 91 0 0 0 19 19
Structural plan 14 10 29 16 28 83 0 0 0 17 17

Structural cross-section 2 0 0 4 4 8 0 0 0 2 2

Total 39 98 88 305 127 618 7 4 4 57 72
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5.2.3. Comparative Analysis of Evaluation Results

The BOMI-2D evaluation scores were analyzed for case A, an existing pilot test model,
and the case B model was built to meet the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria (Table 8). The BDRI-
BE exhibited the highest difference, with a 32% variation. Similarly, the BDCI, a measure of
the consistency between BIM and drawing data, also exhibited a 32% difference. Further-
more, when the overall average BDRI improved by 33.3%, the BDCI improved by 32%. This
suggests a proportional correlation between the BDRI and BDCI; however, the correlation
may vary depending on the project characteristics and BOMI-2D evaluation criteria.

Table 8. Analysis of work productivity based on BOMI-2D. ▲: increased rate; ▼: reduced rate.

Comparative Analysis Result Original BIM Data
(Case A)

Modified BIM Data
(Case B)

Difference Ratio
(%)

BOMI-2D
output

BDRI-SE 0.90 1.00 ▲ 10.0%
BDRI-BE 0.68 1.00 ▲ 32.0%
BDRI-SA 0.72 1.00 ▲ 28.0%
BDRI-BA 0.70 1.00 ▲ 30.0%

BDCI 0.68 1.00 ▲ 32.0%

Additional
tasks

Building element 98 7 ▼ 92.9%
Dimension 88 4 ▼ 95.5%
Annotation 305 4 ▼ 98.7%
Description 127 57 ▼ 55.1%

Total 618 72 ▼ 88.3%

To compare and analyze work productivity, this study assessed the additional work
users had to perform when generating the same level of 2D deliverables from the pilot
test models in both cases. We assumed that the time required for element, dimension,
annotation, and description tasks associated with additional work would be consistent per
task. Moreover, we assumed that the difficulty, complexity, and user skill level for each
task type were uniform. This approach allowed us to assess productivity by comparing the
number of additional tasks in each case, resulting in a calculation of the work productivity
improvement rate based on the reduction in additional work.
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The analysis of additional work performed by users during the generation of 2D
deliverables from the model, based on the BOMI-2D evaluation score, showed that ap-
proximately 88.3% of the additional user work was reduced compared to the original BIM
data (case A). Drawing representation elements that required additional work from the
user were categorized into building elements, dimensions, annotations, and description
elements. These were non-matching elements that were not interconnected with the BIM
data. Among these, the annotation elements showed a 98.7% reduction in additional user
work compared to the original BIM data, while the description elements had the smallest
reduction rate (55.1%). Annotation elements, such as room names or member IDs generated
from the property information of an object, could be fully linked to drawing data when
BIM data were used. Building elements, when accompanied by BIM data that adhered to
the required BIM data level and project level of detail, could be used as data linked to 2D
deliverables. However, in some cases, certain building elements, like a ceiling hanger or
an elevator for each floor, were not created as 3D BIM data but were separately created as
2D objects in the drawing-creation stage to convey information in the drawing. Similarly,
some of the dimensional elements required additional work by the user, independent of
the BIM data, when expressing the dimensions of objects created separately in the 2D
element drawing-creation stage. Lastly, if description elements were included in a drawing
to provide additional information, such as specifications or construction details specific to
each project and drawing, they were manually written by the user rather than relying on
BIM data and had little effect on the BDRI and BDCI scores.

This analysis showed that with BDRI increasing by approximately 25% and BDCI
improving by around 32%, user workload decreased by approximately 88.3%, indicating
an 88.3% improvement in user work productivity. It is important to note that the degree of
work productivity improvement may vary based on factors such as project size, complexity,
worker skill levels, and others that influence work productivity. Nevertheless, this study
confirmed that the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria and process directly impact the efficiency
of creating 2D deliverables according to the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria. Furthermore,
since BOMI-2D evaluation is based on BIM data creation requirements and the project
level of detail established at the project’s outset, the results of BOMI-2D evaluation and
user workload analysis may vary depending on the BDR-2D or project-specific BIM data,
even with the same BIM outcomes. Therefore, the verification of this study is meaningful
in proving the academic and industrial usability of BOMI-2D, an evaluation indicator,
by confirming whether it is possible to implement it in the BIM authoring tool when the
evaluation items are applied to the pilot test.

6. Conclusions

This study presents a method for the quantitative evaluation of BIM data and its
effectiveness in generating and utilizing 2D deliverables in BIM.

To achieve this, the BIM-based drawing-generation process and 2D deliverables were
analyzed based on the BDR-2D derived from previous research [7] to establish evaluation
criteria for the BIM data used in 2D deliverable generation. The analysis revealed that the
user’s workload in creating 2D deliverables and the consistency between BIM model and
drawing data depend on the presence of the geometric and attribute information of the
objects in the model as well as the method of expressing them as drawing elements.

To increase the utilization of BIM data and enhance work productivity, an objective and
quantitative quality-evaluation index called BOMI-2D was derived. BOMI-2D comprises
two indexes: BDRI, an index evaluating the readiness of the BIM data required for BIM-
based 2D deliverable creation, and BDCI, an index evaluating and managing the consistency
between BIM and 2D deliverables.

The evaluation of BOMI-2D was conducted based on the EIRs and the BEP, both of
which fulfill the prerequisites for effective BIM data utilization. Therefore, the quantitative
evaluation and management of BIM data-based 2D deliverables were performed during the
execution and evaluation phases, adhering to the BOMI-2D evaluation criteria established
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in the project planning phase. This quantitative evaluation of BIM outcomes covered
building, spatial, and auxiliary objects, which constituted the data components employed
in constructing BIM data and generating 2D deliverables. The quantitative assessment of
BOMI-2D was categorized into BDRI, evaluated based on a space-unit assessment according
to the logical structure underlying the BIM design and BIM data, and BDCI, assessed based
on the views that constituted 2D deliverables.

Finally, a pilot test was conducted to verify the BOMI-2D evaluation method, which
is derived in this study for BIM outcomes of a neighborhood residential facility. The
verification process involved calculating the evaluation scores in line with the BOMI-
2D evaluation index, using the ArchiCAD API. In addition, user work productivity was
analyzed and compared between the existing BIM outcome (case A) and the BIM outcome
(case B) modified to meet the BOMI-2D requirements. The results showed a substantial
reduction of approximately 88.3% in the additional user workload during the creation
of 2D deliverables when using BIM achievements. BDRI demonstrated a 25% increase,
and BDCI showed a 32% improvement compared to the BOMI-2D evaluation index of the
existing BIM outcomes. This substantiates the direct influence of the BOMI-2D evaluation
index on the productivity of 2D deliverable generation work. However, it is important
to note that even for the same BIM outcomes, the BOMI-2D evaluation results may vary
depending on the data creation standards and requirements defined at the project execution
planning stage. Therefore, by establishing BOMI-2D criteria in alignment with the BIM data
requirements specific to project characteristics and the intended purpose of BIM utilization,
we can analyze the quality and work productivity of BIM achievements in accordance with
the BOMI-2D evaluation results for each project.

At present, BOMI-2D primarily focuses on assessing the presence and interoperability
of data but faces limitations in verifying the accuracy of data values themselves. While
data values may fluctuate based on design information, the absence of data meeting the
requisite criteria renders effective BIM utilization unattainable. Ensuring the availability
of relevant data is pivotal for fully realizing the potential of BIM. Hence, this study aims
to evaluate if the criteria for generating 2D deliverables from BIM are met and to gauge
the quality of BIM data that can enhance work productivity. Notably, the project client can
evaluate and utilize the BIM outcomes submitted by the contractor, thereby augmenting the
productivity of BIM projects. Subsequent studies may explore the accuracy of data values
based on design information through data analysis and artificial intelligence learning. This
would facilitate a quality assessment based on BOMI-2D evaluation, ultimately elevating
the productivity of the AEC industry by increasing the utility of BIM data and enhancing
the quality of outcomes.
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